We consider the group isomorphism problem: given two finite groups G and H specified by their multiplication tables, decide if G ∼ = H. For several decades, the n log p n+O(1) generatorenumeration bound (where p is the smallest prime dividing the order of the group) has been the best worst-case result for general groups. In this work, we show the first improvement over the generator-enumeration bound for p-groups, which are believed to be the hard case of the group isomorphism problem. We start by giving a Turing reduction from group isomorphism to n (1/2) log p n+O(1) instances of p-group composition-series isomorphism. By showing a Karp reduction from p-group composition-series isomorphism to testing isomorphism of graphs of degree at most p + O(1) and applying algorithms for testing isomorphism of graphs of bounded degree, we obtain an n O(p) time algorithm for p-group composition-series isomorphism. Combining these two results yields an algorithm for p-group isomorphism that takes at most n (1/2) log p n+O (p) time. This algorithm is faster than generator-enumeration when p is small and slower when p is large. Choosing the faster algorithm based on p and n yields an upper bound of n (1/2+o(1)) log n for p-group isomorphism. * Preliminary versions of this work appeared as portions of [40] and [36] .
Introduction
In the group isomorphism problem, we are given two finite groups G and H with element set [n] as multiplication tables and must decide if G ∼ = H. It is not known if group isomorphism is in P while its NP-completeness would contradict the exponential-time hypothesis [21] ; The strongest complexity theoretic upper bound is that solvable-group isomorphism is in NP ∩ coNP assuming that EXP ⊆ i.o.-PSPACE [2] . Group isomorphism is Karp reducible to graph isomorphism (GI) [18, 17, 29] but is not known to be GI-complete and may be easier due to the group structure [10] . Therefore if group isomorphism is NP-complete, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the second level [3, 9, 15, 14] .
The generator-enumeration algorithm for group isomorphism has been known for several decades [12] (cf. [26, 28] ). Given a generating set S for a group G we can test if G is isomorphic to a group H in n |S|+O(1) time by considering all n |S| maps from S into H and checking if any of these extend to an isomorphism. If p is the smallest prime dividing the order of G, then G has a generating set of size at most log p n which can be found in n log p n+O(1) by brute force. This yields an n log p n+O (1) upper bound for group isomorphism.
Lipton, Snyder and Zalcstein [26] proved the related result that group isomorphism can be decided using O(log 2 n) space. Faster algorithms have been obtained for various special cases. Lipton, Snyder and Zalcstein [26] ; Savage [38] ; Vikas [39] ; and Kavitha [22] all showed polynomial-time algorithms for Abelian groups. Le Gall [24] gave a polynomial-time algorithm for groups consisting of a semidirect product of an Abelian group with a cyclic group of coprime order; this was extended to a class of groups with a normal Hall subgroup by Qiao, Sarma and Tang [30] . Babai and Qiao [8] showed that testing isomorphism of groups with Abelian Sylow towers is in polynomial time. Babai, Codenotti, Grochow and Qiao [4] showed an n O(log log n) time algorithm for the class of groups with no normal Abelian subgroups; the runtime was later improved to polynomial by Babai, Codenotti and Qiao [11, 5] .
Our main result is an algorithm that is faster than the generator-enumeration algorithm for p-groups, which are believed to be the hard case of group isomorphism [4, 11, 8] . Before our work, it was a longstanding open problem to obtain an n (1−ǫ) log p n+O(1) algorithm where ǫ > 0 [25] .
Theorem 1.1. p-group isomorphism is decidable in n min{(1/2) log p n+O(p), log p n} time. In particular, n (1/2) log p n+O(log n/ log log n) and n (1/2) log n+O(1) are upper bounds on the complexity.
The first step in our algorithm reduces group isomorphism to many instances of compositionseries isomorphism. (Two composition series are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism that maps each subgroup in the first series to the corresponding subgroup in the second series.) This bound can be proved by counting the number of composition series using a simple argument. We are grateful to Laci Babai for pointing this out as it simplifies our algorithm.
Our second step is reduce p-group composition-series isomorphism to testing isomorphism of graphs of degree p + O(1). We accomplish this by constructing a tree with a node for each coset for each of the intermediate subgroups in the composition series. By adding certain gadgets that encode the multiplication table of the group, we show that composition series for two p-groups are isomorphic if and only if the graphs resulting from this construction are isomorphic. By applying an n O(d) time algorithm [27, 7, 6] for testing isomorphism of graphs of degree at most d, we obtain an n O(p) time algorithm for p-group composition-series isomorphism. Combining this result with our reduction from group isomorphism to composition-series isomorphism yields an n (1/2) log p n+O(p) time algorithm for testing isomorphism of p-groups. Combining this algorithm with the generatorenumeration algorithm completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
The canonical form of a class of objects is a function that maps each object to a unique representative of its isomorphism class. Since canonical forms of graphs of degree at most d can be computed in n O(d) time [27, 7] 1 , Theorem 1.1 can be modified to perform p-group canonization in the same complexity bound. If p ≤ α is small, we compute the canonical form of the graph that arises from each choice of composition series and choose the one that comes first lexicographically. A canonical multiplication table for the p-group is then recovered from this canonical form. When p > α, we use a variant of the generator-enumeration algorithm that performs group canonization.
The framework of reducing group isomorphism to composition-series isomorphism and then to low-degree graph isomorphism was proposed by the second author [40] ; the results in this paper appeared in preliminary form in [36] . Recent papers by the first author extend all of our results to solvable groups [34] using Hall's theory of Sylow bases [16] and introduce collision detection arguments that yield an n (1/2) log p n+O(1) algorithm for testing isomorphism of general groups [35] . Combined with the canonization machinery just mentioned, these collision detection arguments to reduce the 1/2 in exponent of Theorem 1.1 to 1/4 [35] . While the generator-enumeration algorithm and Theorem 1.1 both require only polynomial space, both of these speedups come at the cost of requiring space comparable to the runtime.
We start with group theory background in Section 2. In Section 3, we reduce group isomorphism to composition-series isomorphism. In Section 4, we present the reduction from p-group isomorphism to low-degree graph isomorphism. In Section 5, we derive our algorithms for p-group isomorphism.
Group-theory background
In this section, we review some basic group theory that will be used in the paper; we omit the proofs which may be found in group theory and algebra texts [20, 37, 31, 23, 19, 33, 1, 41, 32] . Readers familiar with group theory may to skip this section.
Let G and H be groups. Throughout this paper, we assume that all groups are finite and let n = |G|. We let Iso(G, H) denote the set of all isomorphisms from G to H. For a prime p, a p-group is a group of order a power of p. The conjugation of x by g is written as x g = gxg −1 ; the bijections ι g :
is a subgroup that is closed under conjugation by elements of G. The left coset of an element g ∈ G for a subgroup H ≤ G is the set gH = {gh | h ∈ H}. Since we do not use right cosets in this paper, we will simply refer to left cosets as cosets. If H ≤ G, then G/H denotes the group of cosets of H in G.
A subnormal series S of a group G is a tower of subgroups
The groups G i+1 /G i are called the factors of S. A composition series of a group G is a maximal subnormal series for G. For a p-group, every composition factor is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order p. 
Reducing group isomorphism to composition-series isomorphism
In this section, we prove an upper bound on the number of composition series for a group and provide a simple method for enumerating all such composition series. In earlier versions of this work, a more complex construction was used to enumerate all composition series within a particular class and an upper bound was proved on the size of this class of composition series. However, Laci Babai pointed out that the upper bound actually holds for the class of all composition series. This allows a much simpler argument to be employed. Proof. We show that one can enumerate a class of chains that contains all maximal chains of subgroups in n log p n+O(1) time. Since every maximal chain of subgroups contains at most one composition series as a subchain, this suffices to prove the result.
We start by choosing the first nontrivial subgroup in the series. Each of these is generated by a single element so there are at most n choices. If we have a chain G 0 = 1 < · · · < G k of subgroups of G, then the next subgroup in the chain can be chosen in at most |G/G k | ways since different representatives of the same coset generate the same subgroup. Since each |G i+1 | ≥ p |G i |, we see that the number of choices |G/G k | for G k+1 is at most n/p k . Therefore, the total number of choices required to construct a chain of subgroups in this manner is at most
Since the set of subgroup chains enumerated by this process includes all maximal chains of subgroups, the result follows.
We say that two composition series
It is now very easy to obtain the Turing reduction from group isomorphism to composition series isomorphism.
Theorem 1.2. Testing isomorphism of two groups G and H is n
(1/2) log p n+O(1) time Turing reducible to testing isomorphism of composition series for G and H where p is the smallest prime dividing the order of the group. Proof. Let G and H be groups. Fix a composition series S for G. If G ∼ = H, then some composition series S ′ for H will be isomorphic to S. Thus, testing isomorphism of G and H reduces to testing if S is isomorphic to some composition series for S ′ . The result is then immediate from Lemma 3.1.
The reduction also applies to reducing group canonization to composition series canonization.
Theorem 3.2. Computing the canonical form of a group is n
(1/2) log p n+O(1) time Turing reducible to computing canonical forms of composition series for the group where p is the smallest prime dividing the order of the group.
Proof. Let G be a group. We use Lemma 3.1 to enumerate all of the at most n (1/2) log p n+O(1) composition series S for G and compute the canonical form of each one. From each such canonical form, we extract the multiplication table and define Can Grp (G) to be the lexicographically least matrix among all such multiplication tables. Since two groups G and H have isomorphic composition series S and S ′ if and only if G ∼ = H, it follows that Can Grp is a canonical form.
Composition-series isomorphism and canonization
In this section, we reduce composition-series isomorphism to low-degree graph isomorphism. We also extend the reduction to perform composition-series canonization instead of isomorphism testing.
First, we review some basic concepts for graphs. A colored graph is a graph that associates each vertex with a given color. Two colored graphs are isomorphic if there is a bijection between their vertex sets that respects the edges and maps each node to a node of the same color. We shall make use of the following result.
Theorem 4.1 (Babai and Luks [7, 6] 
Isomorphism testing
To test if two composition series are isomorphic, we construct a tree by starting with the whole group G and decomposing it into its cosets G/G m−1 ; we then further decompose each coset in G/G m−1 into the cosets G/G m−2 that it contains. This process is repeated until we reach the trivial group G 0 = 1. We make this precise with the following definition.
Definition 4.2. Let G be a group and consider the composition series S given by the subgroups
is defined to be the root tree whose nodes are i G/G i . The root node is G. The leaf nodes are {x} ∈ G/1 which we identify with x ∈ G. For each node xG i+1 ∈ G/G i+1 , there is an edge to each yG i such that yG i ⊆ xG i+1 .
We now use this tree to define a graph that encodes the multiplication table of G. The idea is to attach a multiplication gadget to the nodes x, y, z ∈ G for each entry xy = z in the multiplication table. If we did this naively, each node x ∈ G would have degree Ω(n). We address this problem by defining a variant of the rooted product [13] which we call a leaf product. Let T 1 and T 2 be rooted trees. The leaf product of T 1 and T 2 (denoted T 1 ⊙ T 2 ) is the tree obtained by creating a copy of T 2 for each leaf node of T 1 and identifying the root of each copy with one of the leaf nodes. We denote by L(T ) the set of leaves of the tree T . Definition 4.3. Let T 1 and T 2 be trees rooted at r 1 and r 2 . Then the leaf product T 1 ⊙ T 2 is the tree rooted at r 1 with vertex set
The set of edges is
Leaf products are non-commutative but are associative if we identify the tuples (x, (y, z)), ((x, y), z) with (x, y, z) in the vertex set. (This is same sense in which cross products are associative.) We shall make this identification from now on as it simplifies our notation.
Since we will need to consider isomorphisms of leaf products of trees, it is also useful to define leaf products of tree isomorphisms. 
For a bijection φ between the leaves of two trees, we shall use the notationφ to denote the unique isomorphism between the trees to which φ extends (when such an isomorphism exists). The following extension of leaf products is convenient. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let φ i be a bijection from the leaves of T i to the leaves of T ′ i that extends uniquely to an isomorphismφ :
is a well-defined isomorphism. As we mentioned earlier, simply attaching multiplication gadgets to the leaves of the tree T (S) would result in a tree of large degree. We resolve this problem by considering the tree T (S) ⊙ T (S) instead. We show how to construct multiplication gadgets so that each of the n 2 leaf nodes is involved in only a constant number of edges. This causes the resulting graph to have degree p + O(1) when G is a p-group. The details of this construction are described in the following definition. The graph X(S) is a cone graph; that is, a rooted tree with edges between nodes at the same level. We call the edges that form the tree in a cone graph tree edges and the edges between nodes at the same level cross edges.
Our next goal is to show that two composition series S and S ′ are isomorphic if and only if X(S) and X(S ′ ) are isomorphic. Let Comp be the classof composition series for finite groups and let CompTree be the classof graphs that are isomorphic to a graph X(S) for some composition series S. For each pair of composition series S and S ′ and each isomorphism φ : S → S ′ , we overload the symbol X from Definition 4.6 by defining X(φ) :
We seek to show that for two composition series S and S ′ , the map X S,S ′ : Iso(S, S ′ ) → Iso(X(S), X(S ′ )) given by φ → X(φ) is surjective and can be evaluated in polynomial time. We note that in particular, this result shows that X can be used to reduce composition series isomorphism to testing isomorphism of the resulting graphs. We start by showing that any isomorphism between S and S ′ maps to an isomorphism between X(S) and X(S ′ ). Proof. Let G 0 = 1 ⊳ · · · ⊳ G m = G and H 0 = 1 ⊳ · · · ⊳ H m = H be the subgroup chains for the composition series S and S ′ and let φ : S → S ′ be an isomorphism. We can view φ as a bijection from the leaves of T (S) to the leaves of T (S ′ ). Since each φ[G i ] = H i , we see that φ extends to a unique isomorphismφ :
is a tree isomorphism. Then by Definition 4.6, we just need to show that X(φ) respects the cross edges representing the multiplication gadgets.
Let x, y ∈ G. Then X(S) contains the path ((x, y, ←), (y, x, →), (xy, y, =)). In H, φ(x)φ(y) = φ(xy) so X(S ′ ) contains the path ((φ(x), φ(y), ←), (φ(y), φ(x), →), (φ(xy), φ(y), =)). By definition, we see that X(φ) maps the path ((x, y, ←), (y, x, →), (xy, y, =)) in X(S) to the path ((φ(x), φ(y), ← ), (φ(y), φ(x), →), (φ(xy), φ(y), =)) in X(S ′ ). Since X(S) and X(S ′ ) have equal numbers of cross edges, it follows that X(φ) : X(S) → X(S ′ ) is an isomorphism.
Next, we show that each X S,S ′ is surjective. This is more difficult and is accomplished by the next two results. We first show that every isomorphism from X(S) to X(S ′ ) can be expressed as a leaf product.
Lemma 4.8. Let S and S ′ be composition series for the groups G and H and let
θ : X(S) → X(S ′ ) be an isomorphism. Define φ : G → H to be θ G . Then (a) θ = φ ⊙ φ ⊙ id M and (b) φ : S → S ′ is an isomorphism.
Proof. First, we prove part (a). It is clear that φ is a bijection between G and H that extends uniquely to an isomorphism from T (S) to T (S ′
. Let x, y ∈ G. We will say a path from x to y is leftright if it starts at x, moves to a node colored "left" along tree edges (away from the root), follows a cross edge to a node colored "right" and then moves to y along tree edges (towards the root). Since the only cross edge in X(S) colored ("left", "right") between the subtrees of T (S) ⊙ T (S) ⊙ M rooted at x and y is ((x, y, ←), (y, x, →)), there is exactly one left-right path from x to y. We denote this path by P (x, y).
Since θ maps the root of X(S) to the root of X(S ′ ), θ maps left-right paths to left-right paths. Therefore, θ sends P (x, y) to P (φ(x), φ(y)) so the node (x, y, ←) in X(S) is mapped to the node (φ(x), φ(y), ←) in X(S ′ ).
For part (b), we let x, y, z ∈ G such that xy = z. This multiplication rule is represented in X(S) by the path ((x, y, ←), (y, x, →), (z, y, =)). By part (a), we know that θ maps this path to ((φ(x), φ(y), ←), (φ(y), φ(x), →), (φ(z), φ(y), =)). This implies that φ(x)φ(y) = φ(z) in H so that φ is an isomorphism from G to H.
H be the chains of subgroups in the composition series S and S ′ . It remains to show that each φ[G i ] = H i . Since φ is an isomorphism from G to H, it follows that φ(1) = 1. This implies that θ maps each node G i in X(S) to the node H i in X(S ′ ). Then because the elements of G i correspond precisely to those nodes x ∈ G such that x is a descendant of the node
Theorem 4.9. For each pair of composition series S and S ′ , X S,S ′ is a bijection. Moreover, both X(S) and X(φ) where φ ∈ Iso(S, S ′ ) can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Combining Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 shows that each X S,S ′ is surjective. To see that it is injective, we note that if φ, ψ ∈ Iso(S, S ′ ) and X(φ) = X(ψ) then φ ⊙ φ ⊙ id M = ψ ⊙ ψ ⊙ id M so φ = ψ. Since X is defined in terms of leaf products and leaf products can be evaluated in polynomial time, X can also be evaluated in polynomial time.
The correctness of our reduction follows. In order to obtain an efficient algorithm for p-group composition-series isomorphism, we must show that the degree of the graph is not too large.
Lemma 4.11. Let G be a group with a composition series S such that α is an upper bound for the order of any factor. Then the graph X(S) has degree at most max{α + 1, 4} and size O(n 2 ).
Proof. The tree T (S) has size O(n) and degree α + 1 while the tree M has size 4 and degree 3. Therefore T (S)⊙T (S)⊙M (and hence X(S)) has size O(n 2 ) and degree max{α+1, 4}. Adding the edges for the multiplication gadgets in X(S) increases the degrees of the leaves of T (S) ⊙ T (S) ⊙ M to at most 3, so X(S) also has degree max{α + 1, 4}.
We are now in a position to obtain an algorithm for composition-series isomorphism.
Theorem 4.12. Let S and S ′ be composition series such that α is an upper bound for the order of any factor. Then we can test if
Proof. We can compute the graphs X(S) and X(S ′ ) in polynomial time. By Corollary 4.10, S ∼ = S ′ if and only if X(S) ∼ = X(S ′ ). By Lemma 4.11, the number of nodes in X(S) is O(n 2 ) and the degree is at most max{α + 1, 4} = O(α). Then we can test if X(S) ∼ = X(S ′ ) in n O(α) time using the bounded-degree graph isomorphism algorithm from Theorem 4.1.
Canonization
We also show how to compute canonical forms of composition series. This result is also useful for further improving the efficiency of the algorithm for p-group isomorphism (see [35] ). Our high-level strategy for constructing a canonical form for a composition series S is to compute the canonical form of the graph X(S). We then reconstruct a composition series Y (Can Graph (X(S))) isomorphic to S by inspecting the structure of Can Graph (X(S)). For each pair of composition series S and S ′ for groups G and H, graphs A ∼ = X(S) and
First, we need to show that each Y (A) is well-defined.
Lemma 4.14. Let S be a composition series, let A be a graph and let π : X(S) → A be an isomorphism. Then Y (A) is well-defined composition series that can be computed in polynomial time and Y (π) is an isomorphism from S to Y (A).
Proof. Let G 0 = 1 ⊳ · · · ⊳ G m = G be the subgroup chain for S. We note that the height of T (S) ⊙ T (S) ⊙ M is 2m + 1 where m is the composition length of S. Now, G is the group consisting of the elements at a distance of m from the root so π[G] is independent of which isomorphism π : X(S) → A we consider. Moreover, we can compute π[G] in polynomial time. For each x, y, z ∈ G, xy = z if and only if there exists a path ((x, y, ←), (y, x, →), (z, y, =)) in X(S). Equivalently, xy = z if and only if there exists a path (a x , a y , a z ) colored ("left", "right", "equals") where a x , a y and a z are descendants of x, y and z in T (S) ⊙ T (S) ⊙ M .
Consider the set of elements
, define π(x)π(y) = π(z) if and only if there exists a path (a π(x) , a π(y) , a π(z) ) colored ("left", "right", "equals") where a π(x) , a π(y) and a π(z) are descendants of π(x), π(y) and π(z) in the image of To show that Y A,A ′ is bijective, we first note that Y X = I Comp , which implies that Y X(S),X(S ′ ) is surjective. Lemma 4.8 implies that Y X(S),X(S ′ ) is also injective. Now, for each θ : A → A ′ , we have θ = π ′ ρπ −1 for some isomorphism ρ :
is a bijection, we see that Y A,A ′ is also a bijection. The fact that Y can be evaluated in polynomial time follows from Definition 4.13 and Lemma 4.14.
Theorem 4.15 suffices for our purposes. However, we note that X and Y form a category equivalence when viewed as functors. All of the results for X and Y in this section are special cases of this more general result.
To devise an algorithm for composition series canonization, we utilize X and Y together with the canonical form for graphs of bounded degree Theorem 4.1 (which we denote by Can Graph ). 
Proof. Let S and S ′ be composition series. First, X(S) ∼ = Can Graph (X(S)) by Theorem 4.9 which implies that S ∼ = Y (Can Graph (X(S))) by Theorem 4.15.
If S ∼ = S ′ then X(S) ∼ = X(S ′ ) by Corollary 4.10 and Can Graph (X(S)) = Can Graph (X(S ′ )) so Y (Can Graph (X(S))) = Y (Can Graph (X(S ′ ))). On the other hand, if S ∼ = S ′ then X(S) ∼ = X(S ′ ) by Theorem 4.9 and Can Graph (X(S))
by Theorem 4.15. In particular, Y (Can Graph (X(S))) = Y (Can Graph (X(S ′ ))). Thus, Y •Can Graph • X is a canonical form for composition series.
By Theorems 4.9 and 4.15, X and Y can be evaluated in polynomial time since the graph Can Graph (X(S)) has size O(n 2 ) and degree α + O(1) by Lemma 4.11. Then by Theorem 4.1, computing the canonical form of X(S) takes n O(α) time.
Algorithms for p-group isomorphism and canonization
The intermediate results of Sections 3 and 4 put us in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.1. p-group isomorphism is decidable in n min{(1/2) log p n+O(p), log p n} time. In particular, n (1/2) log p n+O(log n/ log log n) and n (1/2) log n+O(1) are upper bounds on the complexity.
Proof. Combining Theorems 1.2 and 4.12 yields an n (1/2) log p n+O(p) time algorithm for testing isomorphism of p-groups. On the other hand, every p-group has a generating set of size at most log p n so the generator-enumeration algorithm runs in n log p n+O(1) time for p-groups. Combining these two algorithms shows that p-group isomorphism is decidable in n min{(1/2) log p n+O(p), log p n} time.
Let α = log n/ log log n. By upper bounding min{(1/2) log p n+O(p), log p n} with (1/2) log p n+ O(p) when p ≤ α and with log p n when p > α, we see that min{(1/2) log p n + O(p), log p n} is upper bounded by (1/2) log p n + O(log n/ log log n). The upper bound (1/2) log n + O(1) can be obtained by showing that the maximum of (1/2) log p n + O(p) for p ≤ α is attained at p = 2.
We remark that in the above algorithm relies on the n O(d) algorithm [7] for computing canonical forms of graphs of degree d rather than the faster n O(d/ log d) algorithm [7, 6] for testing isomorphism of such graphs. This does not change the result as polylog(d) factors in the exponent of the graph isomorphism testing procedure require us to chose a different cutoff α in the proof of Theorem 1.1 but do not affect the final result.
We now adapt our algorithm to perform p-group canonization. The main tool we are missing for this result is the ability to compute the canonical form of a p-group in n log p n+O(1) time. Given a total order on an alphabet Σ, define the standard order on Σ * by x ≺ y if |x| < |y| or |x| = |y| and x comes before y lexicographically. We adapt the generator-enumeration algorithm to perform canonization using a lemma that orders the elements of a group using a generating set. We start by defining the ordering.
Definition 5.1. Let G be a group with an ordered generating set g = (g 1 , . . . , g k ). Define a total order ≺ g on G by x ≺ g y if w g (x) ≺ w g (y) where each w g (x) = (x 1 , . . . , x j ) is the first word in {g 1 , . . . , g k } * under the standard ordering such that x = x 1 · · · x j . Lemma 5.2. Let G and H be groups with ordered generating sets g = (g 1 , . . . , g k ) and h = (h 1 , . . . , h k ), and let x, y ∈ G. Then (a) ≺ g is a total ordering on G.
Proof. Let S = {g 1 , . . . , g k }. For part (a), it is clear that ≺ g is a total order since w g : G → S * is clearly injective and the standard ordering on S * is a total order.
For part (b), consider an isomorphism φ :
Thus, x ≺ g y if and only if w g (x) ≺ w g (y) if and only if w h (φ(x)) ≺ w h (φ(y)) if and only if x ≺ h y. For part (c), it suffices to show how to compute w g (x) in polynomial time. Consider the Cayley graph Cay(G, S) for the group G with generating set S. Then the word w g (x) corresponds to the edges in the minimum length path from 1 to x in Cay(G, S) that comes first lexicographically. We can find this path in O(n |g|) time by visiting the nodes in breadth-first order starting with 1. At the j th stage, we know w g (y) for all y ∈ G at a distance of at most j from the root. We then compute w g (x) for each x at a distance of j + 1 from the root by selecting the minimal word w g (x) : g x,y over all edges (x, y) associated with an element g x,y of S.
We utilize this order to permute the rows and columns of the multiplication table of the group. Definition 5.3. Let G be a group and let g be an ordered generating set for G. We relabel each element of G by its position in the ordering ≺ g . We then permute the rows and columns of the resulting multiplication table so that the elements for the rows and columns appear in the order 1, . . . , n and denote the result by M g .
Clearly, M g defines a group isomorphic to G. The following lemma provides a means of adapting the generator-enumeration algorithm to group canonization.
Lemma 5.4. Let G and H be groups, let G ℓ and H ℓ be the collections of all ordered generating sets of G and H of size at most ℓ, and define
Proof. For part (a), suppose G ∼ = H but M ∈ M ℓ (G) ∩ M ℓ (H). Then G would be isomorphic to the group defined by the multiplication table M which is also isomorphic to H.
For part (b), fix an isomorphism φ : G → H. We claim that M g = M φ(g) for each g ∈ G ℓ . We know from Lemma 5.2 that for x, y ∈ G, x ≺ g y if and only if φ(x) ≺ φ(g) φ(y). Since φ(x)φ(y) = φ(xy), it follows that M g = M φ(g) . Therefore, M ℓ (G) = M ℓ (H).
Recall that the rank of a group is the size of a minimal generating set.
Corollary 5.5. Let G be a group. Then we can compute a canonical form for G in n rank(G)+O(1) time.
Proof. We first determine the rank of G in n rank(G)+O(1) time by brute force. Then we compute the set G rank(G) and choose Can Grp (G) to be the element that comes first lexicographically. The fact that the map defined by this computation is a canonical form is immediate from Lemma 5.4.
It is now easy to adapt Theorem 1.1 to perform p-group canonization.
Theorem 5.6. p-group canonization is in n min{(1/2) log p n+O(p), log p n} time.
Proof. Let G be a p-group. Combining Theorems 3.2 and 4.16 yields an n (1/2) log p n+O(p) time algorithm for group canonization while Corollary 5.5 gives an n log p n+O(1) time algorithm. The result then follows from the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. the anonymous reviewers for helpful comments. Part of this work was completed while David Rosenbaum was a long term visitor at the Center for Theoretical Physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. David Rosenbaum was funded by the DoD AFOSR through an NDSEG fellowship; partial support was provided by the NSF under grant CCF-0916400.
